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Projects! Projects!  2016 

“Snowy Trees” 

Art Concept:  Perspective (objects in the front appear larger than objects in the 

back), value, line 

Objective:  To show that proper perspective can be used to create a life-like 

appearance. 

Materials: 

 Heavy drawing paper

 black and grey oil pastels

 Pencil

 White Tempura paint

 Paint brush

Directions: 

1. With your pencil draw a horizon line (avoid the middle of the page) and the

basic outline of the trees.  Draw 3 trees of different sizes - biggest in the

front, medium sized in the middle, and smallest in the background

2. With black pastel finish the trunks, branches, and limbs of the trees.  Be

mindful to pay attention to overlapping of branches, when crossing branches

lift your pastel off the paper.

3. With grey pastel, start shading the sky.  Apply pastel liberally and rub with

your finger. This will be messy but it is the best way to spread the color.  It

is okay if the black of the trees and the grey of the sky mix - it gives a nice

stormy appearance to the piece.

4. Once sky is completed load your paintbrush with tempura paint and splatter

on paper for the “snow effect”.

**Note: You could easily adjust this lesson for younger grades by only drawing one 

tree and using crayons skipping the color blending part. 

By Lynar De Luca 

2016 
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Project Snowy Trees: 
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“Autumn Leaf Abstract” 

Art Concept:  color, texture, shape, space 

Objective:  To create a type of abstract art work using a wet on wet watercolor 

technique. 

Materials: 

 Watercolor paper 9"x12"-the bigger the paper the longer the project (90#

paper or higher recommended)

 Watercolors-blue, yellow, red, green, orange, purple, turquoise

 Brushes (size 6 or 9)

 Pencils

 Watercolor cups

 Water trays

 Leaves-artificial and real are nice to have available (the wax on leaves make

them hard to use as a stamp.)

 Paper towels

 Pictures of colorful autumn leaves

Directions: 

**Demonstrate that their brushes should be wet but not dripping during this 

lesson 

**Demonstrate how to paint the traced leaf and then add the second color. 

Students need to see that they paint the whole leaf and then add color. Encourage 

them to fill their brushes 

**The corner of a paper towel can be used to soak up any puddles. 

**Leaf colors: green, red, orange, yellow 

**Background colors: blue, purple, pink 

**This technique-wet on wet- is to let color mix on the paper and will create a nice 

autumn leaf. 

1. Using a pencil, trace around the leaves. Encourage students to have a leaf go

‘off’ the page, etc. ~3 for a 9x12 depending on leaf size

2. Artificial leaf: ‘paint’ the leaf with water and then stamp it in the open

spaces of the paper.
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3. Using the lightest color first, dab the shiny spots from the leaf print with

watercolor. Continue until the stamped leaf has color.  Add a second color

using the same technique.  This leaf will look abstract.

4. Next, paint the traced leaves.  Start with the lightest color first and then

add the second or third color with the same technique as with the stamped

leaves.

5. Once leaves dry, paint the background color a distinct/different color than

used in the leaves.

6. Using a lot of water and yellow, glaze or paint over the white spaces and

painted colors from your stamped leaf. This will fill in the holes of your leaf

so the students don’t feel like they have to paint the small white spaces

**Note: Younger student application: One or two traced leaves and avoid the water 

stamped leaf for grades K and possibly 1st, they are difficult to see. Painting the 

artificial leaf with a color and then stamping would be fun. Then add the second 

color. This project or similar project may be better later in the school year. 

By Amy Granger 

2016 

Project Autumn Leaf Abstract 
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“Geometric Starburst” 
Art Concept:  geometric shapes, color, line, perspective, texture 

Objective:  To create a geometric design art work to teach students about space, 

design, and texture. 

Materials: 

 White paper-construction (9”x12”) or cardstock (8 ½”x11”)

 Pencil

 Ruler

 Markers or colored pencils

 Scissors

 Black construction paper

 glue stick

 Optional-Handout with samples of texture/design

Directions: 

1. Turn the white paper so it is horizontal.  Find the center of the paper by

measuring down and across.  Place a light dot at the center point.

2. From the center point, draw a line that is either 3 or 5 inches long.  Make a

dot on each end of the line.  Optional:  Lightly label one dot 1 and the other

dot 2.

3. Draw 6to 20 dots all over the paper.  The dots should be scattered around

the paper making sure some are near the edges.  No dots may be along the

horizontal center line segment or the area if the line segment were

extended to the edge of the paper.  These will be the points of the design.

The fewer the dots, the easier the design for younger students.

4. Using a ruler, connect every dot to point number 1 on the center line.  Then

connect every dot to point number 2 on the center line.  This creates all your

angles.

5. Using 2 colors, color in the angles with solid colors and with texture/design

marks.  Each section of the angle should have a different texture/design or

solid color.  (These could be 2 secondary or complementary colors, 2 warm

colors, 2 cool colors, 2 primary colors, etc.).  Students can leave a few

spaces white if they want too.
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6. Cut out the colored in starburst and mount it on black (or any other color)

construction paper.  Optional: Do not cut out the design.  Instead mount the

entire white sheet of paper on a complimentary color of construction paper.

7. Optional ideas:  You can limit students to how many sections have solid color.

You can tell students for every solid color they have to have 2 sections with

texture/design.  You could also limit how many spaces can be left white.

**Notes: 

× If students use markers, they can fill in the spaces quicker.  The finished 

project is also brighter. 

× Using colored pencils, students can lightly color in areas along with texture 

marks.  They can also shade sections. 

× Using fewer dots and the longer center line makes larger sections which are 

easier for younger students. 

By Michelle Edwards 

2016 

Project Geometric Starburst: 
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Template:  Geometric Starburst Examples of texture 
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“Silly Bird Portraits” 

Art Concept:  Color, Line, Texture, 

Objective:  To create an easy, fun watercolor art work.  This project was originally 

taught during a lesson on Thomas Gainsborough, an English Portrait and landscape 

painter from the 18th century.  Since I was working with kindergarten through 2nd 

grade, I decided to try a drawing lesson that would be easy for the students to 

follow.  This is what I came up with. 

Materials: 

 Watercolor Paper – 9x12

 Liquid Watercolors – a variety of colors

 Pencils

 Erasers

 Black Oil Pastels

 Salt

 Brushes

 Water Cups (for rinsing brushes)

 Small Cups or Paint Palettes to hold watercolors

 Papertowels

Directions: 

1. Hand out 1 sheet of watercolor paper, pencil, and eraser per student.  Have

students write their name on the back of the paper.

2. Using the pencil have the students draw two round circles side by side on

the top 1/3 of the paper.  These circles should be the size of a quarter or a

little larger.  Beneath the circles have the students draw a ‘V’.  This will be

the beak of the bird.  Draw the head of the bird by connecting the top

points of the ‘V’ with a semicircle.

3. Draw the body of the bird using a large ‘U’ shape starting just above the

beak on one side of the head or the other.  Complete the body by connecting

the ‘tail’ (the end of the ‘U’ that is not connected to the head) to the

opposite side of the head with a smaller ‘U’ shape or curved line.  Draw a

wing using a scalloped line.

4. Add legs to your bird and it is ready to outline and paint.
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5. Collect the pencils and erasers and hand out black oil pastels.  Trace over

the pencil lines with the black oil pastels.

6. Collect the oil pastels and hand out the watercolors, brushes and water cups.

7. Have the students choose one color to paint the bird.  They should paint

both the body and head of the bird leaving the eyes white.

8. To fill in the background have the students do a variety of watercolors in

any pattern or design that they choose.  (I had them just do an abstract

background to keep things simple.)  While the watercolor is still wet, sprinkle

with salt around the outside of the bird (avoid putting it directly on the bird

so the bird remains a solid color and stands out against the variegated

background).

**Note: A couple of the students enjoyed drawing the bird so much, they drew a 

whole family. 

By Paula Wheeler 

2016 

Project Silly Bird: 
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“Monoprint Abstract” 

Art Concept:  color, line, balance, space, texture 

Objective:  To create an abstract art work that teaches students about printing 

and negative and positive space. 

Materials: 

 Sandwich bags zipper type

 Paper towels

 Acrylics-blue, red, yellow, turquoise, light green

 Cardstock

 Foam brushes

 Q-tips (lots)

 Baby Wipes

Directions: 

**Monoprint: One print applied at a time. 

**Be careful not to press on the baggie or it will smear the painted shape. 

** However, you may need to lightly touch on the print to help it print the whole 

shape. 

1. 1st technique:  Using a Q-tip paint a shape on the baggie.

2. Turn baggie over to stamp it on the paper. (try stamping 2x to see result)

3. Wipe off baggie and repeat

4. 2nd Technique:  Using a brush, paint the baggie a solid color

5. Using a Q-tip draw the shape on the baggie. Q-tip will pull paint off.

6. Turn baggie over and stamp it on the paper. (try stamping 2x to see result)

7. Wipe baggie off and repeat.

**Note: 

 Grades K-1: you may not want them to wipe off their bags between stamps.

It may be too messy. Give them enough bags to stamp with different colors

for the project= 3 colors, 3 bags

 Grades 2-5: Kids can wipe off their bags and paint with a new color.

 This could be a great group project as well!

By Amy Granger 

2016 
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Project Monoprint Abstract: 
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“Man in a Box” 

Art Concept:  line, perspective, pattern 

Objective:  To create a To create a one-point perspective drawing art work based 

on the op art works of Victor Vasarely or Bridget Riley. 

Materials: 

 Cardstock

 Pencil

 Eraser

 Ruler

 Markers or crayons

 Black chalk pastel

Directions: 

1. Draw an “X” across your paper, from corner to corner.  These lines are called

orthogonals and they meet in the center of the page, at the Vanishing Point.

2. Starting at the edge of one side, draw equidistant vertical lines, from one

orthogonal to the other.  Stop at about 2” from the Vanishing Point.

3. Do the same vertical lines on the opposite side of the page.

4. Connect the lines created.
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5. At the edge of one side, make equidistant marks. Connect the marks from

the edge to the Vanishing Point.

6. Do this for every side.

7. Erase the lines created within the box.

8. Draw the outline of a person inside the empty box.  Color the space around

the person in black.  Alternate colors for the checkered sides.

9. With black chalk pastel, add shading to the walls of the box.

**Note: This is a project for Grades 3-6.  For younger grades, have the lines 

predrawn and ready to be colored in. The bigger the lines, the easier the project 

is. 

By Madeleine M. 

2016 
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Project Man in the Box: 

Template Man in the Box: 
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“The Wave” 
Art Concept:  color, line, perspective, value, texture 

Objective:  To create an art work based on Winslow Homer or Katsushika Hokusai.  

Materials: 

 Cardstock or heavy paper

 Acrylic, biopaint, or tempra paint-various shades of blue

 Acrylic, biopaint, or tempra paint-red, yellow, orange

 pencil

 Eraser

 Black marker

 ¼ cup White glue

 ¾ cup  foam shaving cream-unscented

 ¼ cup Flour

 Paintbrushes

 Water tray

 Tray for shaving cream mixture

 Tray for paints

Directions: 

1. Turn your paper so it is horizontal.

2. You will be creating at least 3 waves.  A large one in the background, a

smaller one in the middle ground, and one in the foreground.

3. Large wave-To create the large wave start on the left edge of the paper

around the middle point.  Draw a large swoosh/curved line that goes almost

to the top of the paper and then swooshes downward.
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4. From the curved point of the wave, move to the left about an inch and up

about an inch.  From this point draw a giant letter C and extend it to the

right side of the paper.  This C shape shows how the wave curves.

5. From the bottom of the curved line, continue around and go back towards

the left side of the paper following a parallel line to the original swoosh.

This creates the white foam on the wave.  Make this line wavy.

6. From the bottom left side of the paper, go up 1 to 2 inches.  Create another

curved line that extends up to about the center of the paper.  This line will

not have as much curve to it as the 1st wave and should be shorter than the

first wave.  From the top point of the curve bring the line down and extend

it to the right side of the paper.  This shape will be kind of like a mountain.

Create foam on top of your wave just as you might draw a snow line on top of

a mountain.

7. For the 3rd wave, begin about an inch in from the bottom left side of the

paper.  This shape will be like a volcano with a crater.  It will be located

below the second wave and continue to the right side of the paper.  Add

foam to the top of your wave.

18
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8. Fill in the waves with lines following the wave shape that you created.

9. Paint each wave stripe that you have created with a different color of blue.

10. Paint the sky with streaks of red, yellow, and orange.

11. Mix together the shaving cream, glue, and flour to create puffy paint.  Don’t

overmix or you will break down the foam.  If you want it to be whiter, add

some white paint.  Paint the white caps of the waves with this puffy paint

mixture.  You can use a paint brush or a Ziploc bag with a small hole cut in

the corner for squeezing out the paint.  If it is too thick, add a small amount

of water.

12. Optional:  Splatter white paint over the waves.

13. Let dry.

**Note: 

1. There are many different ways to create waves so use the technique that

best works for you.

2. Older students can create many more waves in their picture.

3. For younger students, instead of painting the stripes with blue paint, you can

use washable markers of different shades of blue and purple and then use

water to create a water color effect.

4. Instead of just painting each stripe in the wave, paint thin strips of

different colors of blue and then use a cardboard comb to comb through the

paint to fill in the white spaces.

5. For younger students, use a sponge to create the sunset sky using the

orange, red and yellow.

6. For younger students, you can create a general wave outline and copy it so

they can fill it in.  Another option would be to provide templates of waves.

7. Be sure to paint all of the waves and the sky before the crests of the waves

are painted with the puffy paint.  This way the students do not have to be

careful of the white foam area of the wave.

By Michelle Edwards 

2016 
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Project The Wave: 

The sky with this one is done with a sponge. 

The blue is done with a cardboard comb. 

20
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“Loop Sculpture” 

Art Concept:  color, line, positive and negative space, shape, design 

Objective:  To create an abstract sculpture using paper strips to teach students 

about design and space. 

Materials: 

 Black construction paper 1” wide strips

 Various colors of construction paper 1” wide strips

 Scissors

 Cheap brushes

 White glue or glue sticks

 Dixie cups

 Aluminum foil

 Q-tips

 Paper for mounting (optional)

Directions: 

1. Place a square piece of aluminum foil in front of each student to use as a

work surface.  This will allow for easy clean up and moving of the finished

project.

2. Pick a strip of colored construction paper.  Create a large loop, glue the ends

together, and place it randomly on your foil.

3. Now it is time to get creative!  Students will need to decide how many pieces

of colored paper they want versus how much black.  They might want more of

the same color or they might mix it up with a variety of colors.  Let the

imagination soar.

4. The next steps are instructions on the technique. The design is up to the

student.

5. Using a strip of black construction paper, cut it in half.  This will create a

smaller loop.  Create loops with the two pieces of black paper.

6. Take one loop and press/glue it against the colored loop making the colored

loop indent.  Take the second loop and press/glue it against the main colored

loop.

7. Take another strip of black construction paper and cut it into 3 pieces.

Create loops out of the 3 pieces.

 21
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8. Press/glue some of these pieces against the colored loop and some against

the black loops.  Create organic shapes.

9. Continue with this process filling in spaces with big and small loops of both

colored and black construction paper until your sculpture is the size you want

it to be.

10. After the glue has dried, the project can be hung from a string or it can be

mounted on a piece of paper to hang on a wall.

**Note:  White glue will hold the project better but it might be easier for younger 

students to use glue stick to create their loops. 

By Gwendolyn Phelps 

2016 

Project Loop Sculptures: 
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“Out of this World Oil Rubbings” 

Art Concept:  Positive, Negative, Color, Shape, Overlapping 

Objective:  To create an out of this world art work based on the scissor paintings 

of Henri Matisse. 

Materials: 

 Black Construction Paper – 9x12

 Cardstock cut into 4x4 squares

 Oil Pastels

 Pencils

 Scissors

 Optional: Chalk Pastels

Directions: 

1. Hand out 1 sheet of black construction paper and one 4x4 piece of cardstock

to each student.

2. Fold the card stock in half.  Have the students draw a simple shape on the

cardstock beginning and ending at the fold.

3. Using scissors, cut out the shape along the pencil line.  This will give you two

shapes (the hole left by the cut-out as well as the cut-out itself). One is the

positive (the cut-out) and one is the negative (the hole).

4. Using an oil pastel, place a thick line of oil pastel along the edge of the

cardstock.

5. Place the cardstock shape on the black construction and use your finger or

thumb to push the oil pastel from the cardstock onto the construction

paper.  If the oil pastel line is dense enough it shouldn’t take too much

effort to move the pastel from the cardstock to the construction paper.

6. Use both the positive and negative shapes to add variety and interest to

your project.  When using the positive (cut-out) you will push the oil pastel

outward from the cardstock leaving the negative impression of the shape.

When you use the negative (the hole) you will push the oil pastel towards the

center of the hole to leave the positive impression of the shape.

7. Overlap the shapes as you transfer the oil pastel from the cardstock to the

construction paper until you achieve the effect you desire.
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8. It is best to start with the lightest colors first and move to darker ones as

you add oil pastel.

**Note: You can also use chalk pastels with this lesson.  You will have to set the 

chalk pastels after the artworks are finished with either hairspray or fixative. 

When working with younger students you might have them work in teams of two.  

One could hold the shape in place while the other did the rubbing and then they 

could switch up. 

By Paula Wheeler 

2016 

Project Out of this World Oil Rubbings:  
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“Mola” 

Art Concept:  color, shapes, pattern, balance 

Objective:  To create a collage art work based on the Mola folk art created by the 

Cuna Indians of Panama. Can be tied into a lesson on Henri Matisse. 

Materials: 

 Stencils (birds, fish, animals)

 9” x 12” construction paper (black and bright colors)

 Pencil

 Scissors

 Glue

 Black marker

Directions: 

1. On a colored sheet of paper, trace the outline of the stencil (bird) and cut it

out.

2. Glue your bird onto the center of another sheet of colored paper.  Instruct

the students to select a complimentary color to create a sharp contrast.

3. With the pencil, draw an enlargement of the bird, about one finger width

around the entire shape.  Cut out the enlarged bird shape.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 using additional colors.  Your finished bird should have

4 colors.

5. Glue the bird onto the center of a black sheet of construction paper. With a

black marker, draw a dot for the eye and add “stitch marks” around each

bird.

6. Cut narrow strips of various lengths, various geometric shapes, or spirals out

of remaining scraps and glue them around the bird, creating a pattern.

**Note: This project is aimed at Grades 2-3.  For younger students, I suggest 

having all different shapes printed and ready to be cut, colored and glued.  Older 

students can create a symmetrical design.  They can also create their own original 

image, without using a stencil. 

By Madeleine M. 

2016 
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Project Mola: 

Templates Mola: 

26
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“Multimedia Beetles” 

Art Concept:  Color (using a variety of color concepts complementary colors, 

analaogous color scheme, triadic color scheme), patterns 

Objective:  To create a multi-media piece that incorporates color, pattern and a 

repeating theme. 

Materials: 

 Heavy Drawing Paper (bristol or thick white)

 Liquid Watercolors - Red, Orange, Blue, Purple, Turquiose (enough to give a

variety of choices depending on paper size of final project)

 Wide Paint Brush and small paint brush

 Drawing Chalk or Chalk Pastels

 Soft tip ink pen or thin sharpie

 Gold/Silver Acrylic Paint or other bright colors

Directions: 

1. With wide paintbrush and liquid watercolor paint a t-frame around your

paper. This frame does not have to perfect and there can be small areas of

white. Be careful to not use too much watercolor paint or water on your

brush, we are not using watercolor paper so the paper will curl easily. Wet

the bristles and remove any excess water then apply your watercolor.

2. With chalk draw an oval in the center of your frame, color it in and smear

with finger.  This will be the body of your beetle.  With another color chalk,

fill in area around the beetle.

3. Dip the thin paintbrush into liquid watercolor and use it to draw a simple

outline of a beetle - it may be helpful to have a “model” to show students the

basic shape of beetle. Add eyes and antenna to the head. Add legs and draw

“toes” at the end of the legs. Fill in back of shell with wing lines and any

patterns

4. Fill in the head, wings, and body patterns with a gold/silver or bright color

paints.

5. Use pens to write beetle in a variety of languages - scarabee (French), Kafer

(German), besouro (portugeuse), bo. canh cu’ng (vietnamese), escarabajo

(Spanish), scarafaggio (Italian), Salaginto (Filipino).

6. If desired splatter a few drops of paint on the paper.
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**Note: If you are limited on time or have younger artists this is easy to adjust 

the size of this project to accommodate for age and time constraints. You could 

also draw insects like bees or butterflies. 

By Lynar De Luca 

2016 

Project multimedia beetles: 
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“Wacky Baskets” 

Art Concept:  line, design, dimension, value, design, shape, color 

Objective:  To create a 3-D art work to teach students about shape and design. 

Materials: 

 12 inch pieces of yarn (various colors)

 Cup

 White glue

 Water

 Tray/bowl for glue

 Food handler gloves (optional)

 Aluminum foil

 Scissors

 Ruler

Directions: 

1. Cut approximately twenty 12 inch pieces of yarn.

2. Put glue into your tray or bowl.  Add a small amount of water to the glue.

Add just enough to allow the glue to easily coat the yarn.  You don’t want big

globs of glue to stick to your yarn.  You want the glue to evenly coat the

yarn.

3. Cover the work space in front of the student with a square of aluminum foil.

(The basket will be left to dry on the foil so it won’t stick to the surface.  It

will also make for easy clean up.)

4. Put on the food handler gloves.  These are optional but can make clean-up of

hands much easier.

5. Turn the cup upside down on the aluminum foil.

6. Dip one piece of yarn into the glue mixture.  Make sure it is thoroughly

coated with glue.  If needed, a popsicle stick can be used to move the yarn

around in the glue to help coat it.

7. Lift the string out of the glue.  Allow some of the glue to drip off the yarn.

(Note: if the glue is too thick, you can gently strip off some of the glue with

your fingers)
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8. Gently lay the string over the bottom of the upside down cup.  Allow it to

drape over the sides.  Take the ends and wrap them around the cup.

9. Continue dipping yarn in the glue and laying it randomly across the cup

making sure the ends are wrapped around the cup.  You can use less or more

string depending on how solid you want your finished basket.

10. Allow the cup to dry at least 24 hours.  Gently remove the yarn basket from

the cup.

**Note: 

 To teach value you can have students pick 2 colors one a light and one a dark

shade of a single color.

 To teach complementary or secondary colors have students pick one of each.

By Gwendolyn Phelps 

2016 

Project Wacky Baskets: 
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